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The Law of Healthcare Administration, Sixth Edition offers a practical examination of healthcare law

from the management perspective. It is a thorough treatment of healthcare law in the United States,

written in plain language for ease of use. The 2010 Affordable Care Act is given extensive coverage,

focusing on the implications for corporate integrity programs, fraud enforcement, patients' access to

care, and physician/hospital relations. Objectives, summaries, and discussion questions highlight

important points in each chapter. This edition features:  Discussions of recent legal developments in

high-profile areas, including liability of managed care organizations; challenges to tax-exempt

status; and developments related to privacy, especially the HITECH Act and identity theft "red flags"

A new chapter that tracks the history of healthcare and the historical foundations of health law

Updated references to The Joint Commission standards An expanded glossary with on-the-page

definitions A new suggested readings section
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This is a great health care law text book. While law can be a very dense and dry subject to read, this

book breaks down the laws uses cases/vignettes to illustrate the interpretations and evolution

overtime. It is current, and while it doesn't have the final version of the ACA included, it is still

relevant. This is one of the few text books that I am holding on too.

ok, so I passed the class, that's the good news...If you want to learn about the law, don't get this



book, it's all over the place and cites so many cases in each chapter that you don't understand

which case to focus on. I have learned nothing by reading this. And after taking the exams, I have

found that you can be reading the material in one chapter and then find another reference in another

chapter that totally contradicts the previous principle. Please, someone write a better book!

I like this book very much, although this was purchased for my law class. The material presented in

the book is easy to read and understand. It is written with a novice in mind and not a professional. It

is also a good reference book for the future. This is one I will keep with me and use whenever I have

any questions or doubt about the law. An added bonus is that fact that there are court cases which

have taken place in the past. Overall, I am very happy with my purchase.

With the exception of the first few chapters, this book has very extensive legal terminology. If you

end up taking a class that requires this book, I would recommend reading it along with a law

dictionary. Overall, I'd say that this is a great reference if you need case studies to refer to in other

classes. Though this is not a favorite, I am not selling it back - due to it's potential usefulness

throughout the remainder of my degree.

Published in 2012 the 6th Ed. covers a survey of Anglo-American, medical negligence, and health

information management issues. It provides a solid background source of information.

Required by professor- interesting enough to not put you to sleep when reading. Has interesting

cases to make a point, and the back of the chapters have interesting questions to make you think

The book font was easy to read, really good cases used to illustrate the material.The reference

page at the end of each chapter made it easy to look up the court cases used in the book.

The book was like new, except for the much appreciated highlights in many of the chapters.

Something I would highlight myself. My classes begin Jan.06, and I feel like I'm really prepared.
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